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Abstract
Location Based Services (LBS) belong to the most popular type of mobile applications today. Most of the content in
LBS has to be created from scratch and needs to be explicitly location-tagged, which makes existing web content not
directly usable for LBS. In this paper we aim at making websites location-aware and feed this information to LBS.
For this purpose we ﬁrst present SALT, an engine that receives websites as input and equips them with location-tags.
Compared to other approaches, SALT is capable of extracting locations with a precision up to the street level. While
the engine basically works unsupervised, it is also capable to handle user-feedback to improve the results. Second, we
present Webnear.me as a use case of SALT. Webnear.me oﬀers location-aware web surﬁng through a mobile website. It
displays nearby websites depending on: 1) the user’s current location and 2) the currently visited website. Finally we
show that our application has a high acceptance from users through a formative user study.
c© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction
Mobile phones and Internet are rapidly gaining importance. There are currently more people having a
mobile phone than a computer, which increases the importance of mobile applications and services. Com-
pared to desktop applications, mobile applications have the possibility of providing features which cannot,
or only diﬃcult be oﬀered on a desktop computer. An example is a feature that delivers information de-
pending on the user’s current location. Services which take the advantage of the user’s location, so-called
location-based services (LBS), are expected to have a user base of 1.4 billion by 2014 [1].
LBS are deﬁned as ”information services accessible with mobile devices through the mobile network that
utilize the ability to make use of the location of the mobile device” [2]. LBS consist of ﬁve components:
mobile device, service and/or application, positioning, communication, and the data/content [3]. In our
paper we focus on the last component, i.e., data/content. The ﬁrst aspect is the type of content the LBS
links to. The second aspect is the way the content ”gets linked” to a location; whether this is done in an
unsupervised way or whether users have to assign a location to the content manually. A classiﬁcation of
existing LBS in these two aspects is shown in Fig 1.
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We believe that one of the best content to use in LBS is the World Wide Web as it is the largest source
of information. WWW as a data source for LBS means that the webpages must be location-aware. In other
words, we have to assign a location based on the semantic context of a webpage. That means we process
the text to ﬁnd the location which the text relates. Not all webpages have a location and some have several.
For example, if there is a blog-webpage that contains the sentence ”I have been in San Francisco”, we will
assign San Francisco as the location of the webpage. The location of a restaurant webpage would be the on
its webpage mentioned physical location(s).
Location tagging
Manual Unsupervised
Linked content Not website Classical LBS (e.g., AroundMe),
ﬂickr, plazes, yelp
ﬂickr (vis EXIF)
Website Google places, Facebook pages,
Yellow Pages
Geo search engines, [Our
approach]
Table 1. Summary of the comparison between Webnear.me and Yahoo Placemaker
There are several applications such as the yellow pages, Google places or Facebook places which com-
bine webpages with locations. The location tagging is done manually, i.e., the webpage owner or the shop
owner can add an entry with his address to the system. There are also approaches whereby the webpage
owners can include the location directly into the HTML-source. Opera Standards for Geo Coding [4] de-
scribe a possibility to extract geographical information from a webpage by reading predeﬁned HTML tags
added by the author of the webpage.
Search engines that allow retrieving location-dependent results are called geo search engines. Geo search
engines use geographical information retrieval. Examples are GeoSearcher [5], Kokono [6], and Google
search. There is however no published research on how tagging locations to the webpage is done there; but
it is likely that they use unsupervised tagging.
In our opinion there is a need to have mobile LBS that uses websites as source and tags them in an
unsupervised manner. In this paper we present an approach in which we built a location layer above the
classical WWW. We call it the location-aware web. Each website can be assigned to several locations. To
build the location layer, we created an unsupervised location-tagging engine called SALT, based on the
semantic of the text. Compared to other tagging mechanisms, SALT uses human feedback to reﬁne the
results. We will also show that SALT delivers better accuracy than other open systems.
This paper is structured as follows: We start with giving an overview of related work. Then we give an
overview about the possibility to combine web content with locations. We introduce our location-tagging
engine SALT and compare its performance with Yahoo Placemaker, the only publicly available tagging
engine. In the following chapter we present Webnear.me and a user acceptance study. We conclude the
paper with a discussion and potential for further work.
2. Related Work
To build a location-layer over the WWW, a system that extracts locations from websites is needed. To
be able to process big amounts of websites, the system preferably has to run in an unsupervised manner.
One method to assign a location to a website is by locating the technical infrastructure of a website [7]; the
geographic location is then assigned via 1) Server IP address lookup or 2) DNS registry. Checking the IP
addresses or DNS of the hosting server will surely yield a very precise location, but it is not certain that this
location correlates with the context at all. A user-centric approach is presented in [8], where web content
is tagged depending on the locations where it has been accessed from by the users. The approach we take
is the extraction of geographic location information from text in unstructured Web pages which is called
geoparsing. It is an active area of research and has been discussed in [9], [10], [11], and [4].
In the current literature geoparsing is divided into three parts: 1) Parsing a textual document and iden-
tifying geographical places, 2) resolving the ambiguity, and 3) ﬁnding the right scope. Apart from these
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steps, the disambiguation process diﬀers in many cases. A common way to identify all words which are ge-
ographical references (geotags) is to crosschecking the input with a gazetteer [12]. A gazetteer is a database
that stores information about places and the connections between them. In the process of geotagging, each
word in the text is checked, if it is in the gazetteer the word gets marked as geotag. There are also ideas
to use Wikipedia as Gazetteer [13][14]. The semantic network can be helpful to ﬁnd implicit geographic
references like ”Eiﬀel Tower”, which refers to Paris. The aim of the second part is to solve the ambiguities
in text content [15]. Two common ambiguities are Geo/Non-Geo and Geo/Geo. A Geo/Non-Geo ambiguity
occurs when a common word is also the name of a location: e.g. ”Paris Hilton” could refer to a hotel in Paris
or to a person. A Geo/Geo ambiguity occurs when two or more locations share the same name, for example
”London” points to the well-known capital of the UK, but also to many other smaller cities all over the
world. The position in a text, the occurrence and the population of a found geotag can be used as inﬂuence
in the disambiguation process [16]. Advanced algorithms use tools from natural language processing (POS,
NER) to ﬁnd locations and resolve ambiguities [17][18]. The text is analyzed and divided into phrases,
and the nouns are more accurately determined with the aid of the syntax. [15], [19] and [20] discuss an
algorithm that describes the location in a broader term. This opens the possibility to assign a location even
though it is never literally mentioned in the context (e.g. if there are some occurrences of ’Texas’ and some
of ’Washington DC’ the focus of a page is the USA).
Besides the ongoing research there are a variety of commercial products which oﬀer text extraction, such
as MetaCarta , Digital Reasoning (GeoLocator), and SRA (NetOwl) that extract places along with other
entities (persons, time, organizations, time or money). Publicly available systems are Yahoo! Placemaker
and GeoDoc . Placemaker oﬀer geoparsing-web service that ﬁnds places in unstructured content like feeds,
web pages, news and status updates. It identiﬁes places, and disambiguates those places to a location.
Compared to our system, Placemaker however does not deliver a precision up to street level. It has for
example been used in [20] for location-based advertising or for a Google Chrome extension that analyzes
a website for its geographical information. Geodoc is a semi-unsupervised system as it requires the user to
tag names manually, and then automatically extracts geographic information.
3. Geoparsing with SALT
Our geoparsing method SALT consists of four parts: parsing, disambiguation, ranking, and a feedback
function with the goal to correct possibly wrongly tagged content.
As a ﬁrst step we parse the website and extract all words. The parser works as follows: We grab
the source of a page and extract the content information using regular expressions (removing HTML-,
JavaScript- and XML-tags). The output from our parser is a table containing all words from the title,
content and metadata of a website. We subsequently resolve all geographical names by looking up the result
of the parser in our gazetteer. We use two existing gazetteers Geonames and openStreetMap. Based on the
open source database, we build our own gazetteer by combining and bringing them to one common form
containing names (one or multiple words) and parent information (containing country, continent or region),
and link them to their respective location. The next task is to recognize names (multiple, subsequent words).
For this purpose, we created a table containing all names that are split into separate words. While iterating
through the words in sequential order, we look for names starting with the current word and check the rest
of the name in the next step. After extracting all names from the content, we start ﬁltering. Since many very
common stop words are also associated with a location (like ”life” which is a place in Tennessee, USA), we
decided to ignore all single word names that are stop words. With this ﬁltering we can remove many useless
results without signiﬁcantly inﬂuencing the outcome. After this step we have a bunch of single words that
refer to a location. In the next step we have to ﬁgure out ambiguous words: words that could be geo/non-geo
ambiguous or geo-geo ambiguous.
We address the geo/non-geo ambiguous problem by ﬂagging the words: We quickly noticed that many
common words and expressions are stored in the gazetteers (e.g. ”The City” is an alternative name for
London, UK, but is not unique, since it could be any city). Therefore we ﬂag all stop words, words from
a common dictionary, and common expressions. By now, we have extracted single geographically relevant
words, and set the ﬂags for every word if it is an uppercase, a stop word, or a dictionary word. Another issue
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Fig. 1. Scope scoring process
arises from the fact that some names simply cannot be uniquely linked to a location. Examples for those
words are ”residence”, ”district”, ”center” and ”city”. Those words are found in gazetteers. They have a
geographical meaning, but it does not make sense to assign a location to them. To ﬁx this problem we added
the possibility for a user to provide feedback. The user can tag words or expressions and afterwards we
can remove them from our database, which makes the whole system more eﬃcient and precise over time.
During the process of ﬁltering and scoring we made some assumptions. To resolve some of the remaining
ambiguities we also consider the number of words a name consists of. The more subsequent words are
resolved as a name with geographical meaning, the more likely it is that the name is valid and the less
ambiguities occur.
To resolve the geo-geo ambiguous words, we search for the main geographical scope of the document. A
scope can for example be a common city, state, or country. If for example the input contains some mentions
of ”Dallas”, ”Houston”, and ”Paris”, the Scope would be Texas, USA and the possibility that ”Paris” was a
reference to Paris, France is comparably low. For determining the scope, we deﬁne a process that we call
scope scoring (see example in Fig. 1). All geotags receive an initial value p ∈ [0, 1]. The value p depends
on the kind of geographical word a geotag is. For example, a stop word like ”city” receives a lower p value
than ”Paris”. We continue by creating a tree consisting of the parents of the geotags. All of them are initially
assigned with the value 0. The parents of Paris are ”Texas” and ”USA” in one scope, and ”Iˆle-de-France”
and ”France” in the other. As simpliﬁed example let’s assume all initial scores are p = 0.7. This value is
then propagated up in the tree with a damping factor d ∈ [0, 1]. By experimenting we found d=p to be a good
value. For Paris, ”Texas” gets the value p ·d = 0.49 added, and ”USA” gets the value p ·d ·d = 0.343 added.
This procedure is repeated for Paris/Iˆle-de-France/France, as well as for all other geotags. We continue
by computing the average values of all paths in the tree. In our example the path Paris/Texas/USA has
a higher average than Paris/Iˆle-de-France/France, and we are subsequently able to discard the ambiguous
Paris, France. The scope of Paris is in this case Paris/Texas/USA.
In the last step, we use the user feedback to improve the results of SALT. The system counts the positive
and the negative feedbacks. The relation of positive and negative feedbacks is added to the score which has
been calculated in the scope scoring process. We note that the feedback process might be prone to users
deliberately giving ”wrong” feedback. Therefore we discard multiple feedbacks from the same user. Other
more sophisticated detection algorithms would have to be developed in future research.
3.1. Comparing SALT with Yahoo Placemaker
We compared SALT with the only publicly available location tagger: the Yahoo Placemaker. We do not
compare the accuracy of the two systems, because it is one of the diﬀerences of the system, i.e., SALT has a
street level accuracy compared with Yahoo Placemaker which works only at the city level. In our experiment
we compared the diﬀerent recognized rates: We compared how many times the system could not recognize
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a location, how many times it is right and how many times it is wrong. We used the SALT system without
the feedback feature.
The experiment setting was as follows. We crawled the Swiss Yellow pages for entries with a domain,
and then randomly selected 50 items from the Zurich area. Then two researchers manaually assessed the
items independently, and assigned locations if possible. Afterwards we randomly choose 50 entries. Table 2
showed that both systems have a similar wrong recognition rate. However does SALT more often recognize
a location and receive therefore a higher recognition rate in general.
Not recognized Wrongly recognized Correctly recognized Precision
SALT 6 14 30 street level
Yahoo Placemaker 13 11 25 city level
Table 2. Summary of the comparison between Webnear.me and Yahoo Placemaker
4. Location-aware browsing with Webnear.me
To create a useful application for the location-aware web we decided to develop both a platform-
independent mobile HTML5 app, and a desktop version in the form of a Mozilla Firefox plugin. The aim
of our application, which we called Webnear.me, is to add a new dimension to web browsing. That means
we allow users to navigate through the web not only via http links and text input but also via locations. The
two use cases are: 1) depending on the user’s current location, the websites around him are displayed, 2) if
the user visits website X, the other websites in proximity of X are displayed.
The Webnear.me application consists of ﬁve elements - 2 on the client side and 3 on the server side.
The elements on the client side are: 1) Mozilla Firefox plugin for desktop, and HTML-page for mobile 2)
webpage, and on the server side: 3) event handler 4) location-webpage storage and 5) the location tagging
engine SALT. Fig. 2 shows the architecture of Webnear.me.
Fig. 2. Architecture with data ﬂow in Webnear.me
Visible to the user is the Firefox extension in the desktop case and the HTML5-page in the mobile case
(Fig. 3). The extension is in the shape of an additional toolbar and consists of four buttons and a text ﬁeld.
The aim of the text ﬁeld is to display the location of the current webpage visited by the user. The user
can interact with the extension by giving feedback to the estimated location through pressing the ”right”,
”wrong” or ”let me correct” button. If the user presses ”let me correct”, the extension opens a webpage
with a list of possible locations, from which the user can choose the right one. Moreover the user has
the possibility to discover webpages which are ”geographically” close to the current one. By pressing the
”discover” button, the browser opens a new windows which displays webpages close the current one.
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Fig. 3. Screenshots of the Webnear.me Firefox extension (above) and the mobile client (below)
The other visible element to the user is the webpage. The aim of the webpage is on one side to allow the
user to correct an extracted webpage and to show nearby webpages; on the other side it is conceptualized as
portal webpage which allows user to start an internet session. Besides the classic Google web search, it also
displays webpages which are close to the user’s current location.
In the mobile app (Fig. 3), the browser plugin is replaced with a ﬁxed HTML frame with the following
options: websites near the current location are displayed by typing in the URL webnear.me. To ﬁnd out the
websites near to a website X, the user types a URL with the following pattern: ”NEAR:X”. Furthermore,
the frame always displays a button ”Webnear.this”, after which the app displays the nearby websites of the
one currently visited. Screenshots of the mobile app are shown in Fig. 3.
The server side consists of three units: The ”event handler” manages all the requests from the diﬀerent
interfaces. There is, for example, a request from the Firefox extension for the location of the users’ current
webpage. In this case the ”location lookup” unit, which is part of the event handler, checks the location-
webpage storage if the requested webpage is already in the database. When the webpage is found in the
database, it returns the location of the webpage from the storage, which is then displayed in the extension.
When the webpage is not yet stored in the storage, the ”location lookup” handler requests SALT to extract
its location. The extracted location is then stored in the location webpage storage.
When a user is clicking on one of the three feedback buttons, the feedback handler takes over the action.
When a user presses the ”right” or ”wrong” button, he updates the history of the particular webpage in the
location webpage storage. Additionally it checks if, concerning the feedback, the current location is still
valid. If the user submits a new webpage, he also updates the location-webpage storage and - if necessary -
the location of the webpage.
The third part of the ”event handler” is the ”query engine”. This unit manages requests when a user is
looking for a webpage near a speciﬁc location. The speciﬁc location can be the one of the user (i.e., if the
user uses the ”Webnear.me” portal page) or from another webpage (i.e., if the user uses the ”Webnear.this”
function to discover a website’s nearby pages). Another part of the server is the location-webpage which
stores the already extracted locations and feedbacks. The last part of Webnear.me system is the location-
tagging engine SALT, as described in the previous section.
5. User Evaluation
In this section, we present the experiment conducted to verify the eﬀectiveness of our proposed system.
Our system aims to oﬀer a new way of mobile web browsing. We used the Webnear.me mobile app in our
evaluation.
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Fig. 4. Experiment results
5.1. Expriment procedure
Eight men and four women participated in our experiment. These twelve participants used our system to
fulﬁll diﬀerent tasks. Participants were asked to imagine several situations in which they used their mobile
phone in the last week. The participants were asked to do the task again 1) with the system they used
originally (web browser or search engine) and 2) with Webnear.me. We recorded the log of operations in
each system and surveyed the participants after they completed all tasks. The goal of the questionnaire
was to ﬁnd out about the acceptance of the new technology used in Webnear.me. Our questions focused
on three diﬀerent scopes which are: 1) the feature which displays websites close the current position of
the user (Webnear.me), 2) the feature which display website close to another one (Webnear.this) and 3) the
application and the location-aware web in general. Fig. 4 shows the questions given to the participants.
The participants had to answer with a score (1 to 7) for each question. The questions are based on the
theory of Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [21]. The TAM states that the perceived ease of use and
the perceived usefulness determine together the user’s acceptance of a new technology. In addition to TAM,
we also collected free pinions from the participants.
5.2. Experiment result
The results show that all participants notice an added value of the location aware web and the two
features of Webnear.me (websites close to the user and close to a speciﬁc site). The participants perceive a
higher usefulness for the Webnear.this (avg: 6.08) than for the Webnear.me feature (avg: 5.33). However
the participants answered that the Webnear.this feature as not less easy to use/understand. The participants
told in particular that it was not so easy to understand what the feature exactly does. After explaining the
aim and showing for what the feature is good for, we received a much better feedback. 6 participants told us
that they like the feature especially for discovering web pages while they are waiting. For the Webnear.me
feature the participants told us that they especially see an added value when they want to have fast access to
the homepage which is close to them. As example one participants told that the application is great when
he is looking for a telephone number of somebody of the current building. Finally 8 participants told that
Webnear.me is more entertaining than a search engine or classical web browsing.
6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we presented a concept and an implementation of a new approach for location-based ser-
vices. Our aim was to make websites location-aware. For this purpose we developed SALT, a location
extraction engine. SALT has the advantage that compared to all other available system can handle feed-
backs and extract location with a precision to the street level. As our experiment showed, SALT has a better
recognition rate as compared to a similar approach, Yahoo Placemaker. This holds even without using the
feedback feature of SALT.
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Furthermore we presented Webnear.me as concrete application of SALT. Webnear.me is a new type of
information seeking application using geoparsing as the underlying technology. Webnear.me introduces a
new dimension of searching through the web, whereby users can not only navigate via links or text inputs
but also navigate via a location. The location for the navigation can be from the user’s current location or
from another webpage. This new feature is interesting for people who want to browse through the Internet
but do not know exactly what they are looking for. Our user acceptance study conﬁrmed the usefulness of
the location-aware feature. Moreover, users enjoy using the Webnear.this function. According to the study
participants, it gives mobile information seeking an entertainment factor.
Future research could improve the system in two ways. First, as we rely on user-feedback to identify
wrongly assigned locations, we may encounter some users who deliberately give wrong feedback to harm
the overall system performance. Future research could improve this method by ﬁguring out how to identify
such users and ﬁlter out their feedbacks. Second, we use directories for local websites, and tag websites
that users visited on-the-ﬂy if they are not found in our database. Future research should aim to crawl the
websites with search bots similar to those used in search engines.
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